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Abstract
Efficient isosurface extraction from large volume data sets
requires special algorithms and data structures that allow
to quickly identify large parts of the data set, that do not
contain any part of the surface and which can be elimi-
nated from the search. Such algorithms typically use a hi-
erarchical spatial subdivision of the volume or they orga-
nize the scalar values attached to the cells of the volume,
i.e., intervals, in some suitable data structures. Octrees,
kd-trees, and interval trees are commonly applied. How-
ever, these auxiliary data structures demand storage space
that can be several times as large as the original volume
data itself. In practise, memory capacity is constrained,
preventing the application of the most efficient data struc-
tures for extraction of isosurfaces from large volume data
sets. For such cases out-of-core methods provide a solu-
tion, however, at the cost of disk block reading operations.
We present a hybrid algorithm that constructs an optimal
data structure within the memory constraint by combining
binary space partition (bsp) trees with fast search meth-
ods at some leaf nodes of the bsp-tree and memory-free
linear search or out-of-core methods at the remaining leaf
nodes. The method optimally trades off space for extrac-
tion speed. We develop the theory for the optimization,
provide implementation details and examples demonstrat-
ing the efficiency of the approach. To perform the op-
timization, we develop and apply models for calculating
the memory and estimating the expected extraction time
for the search methods based on auxiliary data structures
and for an out-of-core method.

1 Introduction

1.1 Isosurface extraction for volume data
on rectilinear grids

For visualization of scalar volumetric data, isosurfaces
provide a basic intuitive approach. The process of gen-
erating an isosurface proceeds in several steps. In the first
step the volume data is scanned and all those volume cells
that contain a part of the isosurface are reported. Sec-
ondly, a polygonal surface representation for each of these
cells is generated. Finally, the polygons are rendered and
displayed. In interactive applications, the isovalue defin-
ing the surface may be changed by the user and new iso-
surfaces need to be computed on the fly. Due to the large
amount of searching and computing, an interactive inves-
tigation of volume data with isosurfaces is difficult even
for volume data of moderate size. Therefore, complexity
reduction of isosurface computation has been an impor-
tant issue of research in recent years.

Formally, an isosurface for a scalar valued function
f : D→ R with D⊂ R3 is given by the preimage f−1(t)
for some isovalue t ∈ R. Strictly speaking, there is no
guarantee that the preimage really is a surface without
posing conditions on the function f . For example, f−1(t)
is manifold, if f : D→ R is continuously differentiable on
an open set D and t is a regular value of f . However, in
practice, f is given only in terms of a finite collection of
point samples, and this issue is generally ignored. The
structure of volume data may be regular or irregular. In
the regular case, we have samples of function values on a
rectilinear grid so that the data can be regarded as a three-
dimensional array of scalar values. For example, medi-
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cal 3D imaging modalities typically produce such regular
volume data. Irregular volume data often arise from fi-
nite element simulations. In this paper, we focus on the
predominant case of regular rectilinear volume data.

For simplicity and without loss of generality, let us
label the grid points using integer coordinates (i, j,k).
Grid points are also called voxels. The samples vi, j,k :=
f (i, j,k) ∈R at the grid points are called voxel values and
a cell in the 3d-grid has eight voxels as its corner grid
points. For a cell Ci, j,k with voxel (i, j,k) at its lower left
front corner, the corresponding eight voxel values are col-
lected in a set Vi, j,k. A continuous interpolation f̂ of these
voxel values to the points in the cell can be taken as a
model for the underlying volume function f within the
cell. This interpolation is required to have the property,
that the values of f̂ in a cell are restricted to the inter-
val spanned by the corresponding voxel values. Together
with the continuity of f̂ , we therefore have for the range
of f̂ in a cell Ci, j,k

f̂ (Ci, j,k) := { f (x,y,z) | (x,y,z) ∈Ci, j,k}= [vmin,vmax],

where

vmin = minVi, j,k, vmax = maxVi, j,k.

Now let an isovalue t ∈ R be given. Then the first step
of the isosurface computation, namely the cell extraction,
amounts to reporting all cells with t contained in the cor-
responding interval [vmin,vmax). These cells are called ac-
tive cells. All other cells can be regarded as “empty”, con-
taining no part of the isosurface.

Indeed, it suffices to consider the half-open intervals
[vmin,vmax) in place of the closed interval [vmin,vmax],
which is used by some authors. With half-open intervals
we have the following advantages. It forces an extrac-
tion algorithm to report only one cell in place of two in
cases where the isosurface only touches a face of a cell.
Also there are theoretical reasons to favor using the half-
open interval. Without further assumptions, we cannot
conclude that f̂−1(t) is a surface. To solve this prob-
lem, we may introduce a regularization. It can be shown
that f̂−1(t + ε) is a polygonal surface for all sufficiently
small ε > 0, when a suitable class of interpolation func-
tions is used. Such interpolation functions arise for the
approach of marching tetrahedra[16] for isosurface con-
struction. We cannot give more details here and refer to
the work on simplicial algorithms[2].

In the next subsection, we review the state-of-the-art
for isosurface extraction, and in the following one, we ad-
dress the memory constraint for the extraction process and
introduce our approach for designing hybrid methods that
optimally adapt to the limited memory.

1.2 State of the art
Bajaj, Pascucci, and Schikore[3] provided a survey over
different methods to organize the extraction as efficiently
as possible. Another overview is given by the same
authors[5], including a proof, that O(k + log(n)) is the
lowest possible worst-case extraction time for any method
based on isovalue comparisons, where n is the size of the
volume data and k is the size of the output. We continue
by reviewing the major isosurface extraction methods.

The canonical and elementary method for the cell ex-
traction problem proceeds by enumeration, i.e., it sequen-
tially visits all cells Ci, j,k in the volume and checks the
condition t ∈ [vmin,vmax). This method was used in the
“marching cubes” paper of Lorenson and Cline[15]. Be-
sides storage for the original volume data, this method
does not require any additional memory except a small
constant amount for a few variables, while the cell extrac-
tion time is linear in the size of the volume data, yielding
a linear time complexity of O(n).

With a hierarchical spatial subdivision of the volume,
a considerable acceleration can be achieved at the cost of
moderate additional CPU storage space. Wilhelms and
Van Gelder[22] proposed an octree subdivision for this
purpose. Each node n in the tree corresponds to a recti-
linear block B of cells Ci, j,k in the volume data and is at-
tributed by an interval [nmin,nmax), which is the union of
all intervals [vmin,vmax) of cells Ci, j,k from the block B be-
longing to node n. In other words, [nmin,nmax) denotes the
range of values the interpolation function f̂ attains in the
portion of the volume corresponding to the node n. The
cell extraction is organized along a recursive tree traver-
sal in which all those branches can be ignored, which are
rooted at a node n with t /∈ [nmin,nmax). Leaf nodes n with
t ∈ [nmin,nmax) are investigated cell by cell as in the enu-
meration algorithm.

More substantial acceleration of the cell extraction
phase can be provided by methods that rely on partition-
ing the volume into subsets each of which consists of a
(generally disconnected) union of cells Ci, j,k with simi-
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Figure 1: (a) top left: intervals as points in span space. (b)
top right: query with isovalue t in span space. (c) bottom
left: The partitionings of span space according to a kd-tree
and an interval tree (d, bottom right).

lar “spans” [vmin,vmax). These spans are represented as
points (vmin,vmax) ∈ R2 in “span space” above its diago-
nal. A cell is active with respect to an isovalue t if and
only if its span lies to the upper left of the point (t, t) in
span space, see Figure 1, part (a). When points in span
space are organized in a kd-tree, active cells can be rapidly
extracted, see Livnat, Shen, and Johnson[14] and Figure 1
(b). Without any further checks all cells with points below
a node in the tree may be reported as active, respectively
empty, if the region corresponding to the kd-tree node in
span space is contained in the area to the upper left of
(t, t), respectively disjoint from that rectangle.

The per cell space requirements for the kd-tree are
given by space for the vmin and vmax values and a pointer
back to the cell in addition to storage for the tree struc-
ture (unless a pointerless tree is used). For example, in
many volume data sets a data value requires 2 bytes, and
a pointer typically amounts to 4 bytes. In this case 8 bytes
per cell are required, which causes a memory requirement
for the kd-tree about 4 times as large as the size of the
volume data set itself. For kd-trees, the worst-case search
time was shown to be O(k +

√
n), where n again denotes

the volume data set size.[13]
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Figure 2: Sketch of the interval tree data structure.

The same authors together with Hansen[19] suggested
another way to efficiently store the points in span space by
sorting the points into buckets generated by a 2d-lattice
and a kind of run length coding, which allows to skip
empty buckets during the search.

As an alternative to kd-trees, Cignoni, Marino, Mon-
tani, and Puppo [9] proposed the use of interval trees.
These binary trees are recursively built as follows, com-
pare Figures 1 (c) and 2. Let an arbitrary set of inter-
vals, respectively points in span space, be given. Choose
a threshold t0 ∈ R. Then the set of intervals can be parti-
tioned into three disjoint subsets, intervals that contain the
threshold, intervals below, and intervals above the thresh-
old. The intervals containing the threshold t0 are associ-
ated to the root node of the interval tree. The set of lower
intervals are passed on to the left child node and the upper
intervals to the right child node. For the latter two sets the
procedure is recursively iterated, using suitable thresholds
t00 and t01. The procedure terminates, when all intervals
are attached to a node of the tree. At each node of the
interval tree, the associated cells are stored twice using
two lists. One list is sorted with increasing corresponding
vmin values (called “min-list") and the other list is sorted
according to decreasing vmax values (called “max-list").
Thus, the per cell storage amounts to two values vmin and
vmax plus two pointers to the cell in addition to the tree
structure. Therefore, the interval tree is more expensive
in terms of memory than the kd-tree. For the common
case of 2 byte values and 4 byte pointers the per cell stor-
age is 12 bytes, i.e., 6 times the amount of storage taken
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by the volume data set.
The search for intervals containing the isovalue t starts

by visiting the root node. If t < t0, then the corresponding
min-list is reported until the first element is detected with
t < vmin, and the search continues by visiting the left child
node recursively. If t0 < t, then the corresponding max-
list is reported until the first element is found with vmax≤ t
and the search continues by visiting the right child node.
If t = t0 then the entire min- or max-list is reported and
the search terminates. The computational complexity of
the search is O(k + logh), where k is the output size and
h is the number of nodes in the interval tree[9]. With this
result, the method is almost output sensitive and with ap-
propriate choice of the thresholds optimal in the sense of
Bajaj et al.[5]

In order to reduce the space requirements for the inter-
val or kd-trees, one may restrict to a subset of cells such
that all edges in the volume grid are covered[9]. Since a
typical edge is shared by four cells only one out of four
neighbouring cells needs to be considered. After cell ex-
traction, one propagates the isosurface from the reported
active cells on to the neighbouring cells that were not cov-
ered in the data structure. Of course, this method of space
reduction increases the extraction time because three of
four cells have been left out and need to be reconstructed.
Although storage can be reduced this way, the method is
neither adaptive with respect to a given memory constraint
nor optimally designed as the hybrid method in this paper.

Isosurface extraction with kd- or interval trees is ef-
ficient, but the enormous memory requirements may be
prohibitive when the volume data sets are large.

To overcome the memory bottleneck, Chiang, Silva,
and Schroeder[8] devised an out-of-core method based on
an interval tree. ‘Out-of-core’ means, that the auxiliary
data structure is stored externally on a disk such that the
parts needed for an extraction process can be efficiently
read into main memory. One external data block of the
structure either contains a group of neighbouring interval
tree nodes or a part of a min- or max-list. In a previous
out-of-core method of Chiang and Silva[7], a segment tree
is stored on the external device. A segment tree is a vari-
ation of an interval tree, using nodes with more than two
children and containing pointers to so-called multi-lists,
as many as one can store in an external data block.

Another method was proposed by Bajaj, Pascucci and
Schikore[4] to overcome the problems of memory con-

sumption of auxiliary data structures. It first searches
a suitable subset of all cells for active cells from where
the isosurface is generated by means of a propagation al-
gorithm. The subset of these seed cells has to be prop-
erly selected in order to guarantee that no components of
the isosurface are missed. Other versions of the seed set
method were described by Kreveld et al[12], based on a
data skeleton built on the set of local maximum, mini-
mum and saddle points of the given data function; and by
Itoh, Yamaguchi, and Koyamada,[11] built by volume re-
duction while maintaining the topology and all extreme
values of the set.

Shen and Johnson[20] proposed a method that is suit-
able for updating the extracted set of cells when the iso-
value slightly changes. Cells are sorted in two lists, once
with respect to increasing vmin-values and once accord-
ing to vmax-values. With these lists the two sets of cells c
with vmin ≤ t and t ≤ vmax are identified and intersected.
Bordoloi and Shen [6] transformed the span space to a
space containing the doubled centers U = vmin +vmax and
sizes V = vmax − vmin of the intervals. This causes the
interval test to turn to the inequation V > |U − 2t|. To
reduce extraction time, Bordoloi and Shen suggested to
use a quantization scheme in the UV-space, which is con-
structed from the distribution of the given list of intervals.

1.3 The hybrid approach for optimal mem-
ory constrained isosurface extraction

Let us compare the performance of a number of basic
isosurface extraction methods by means of an example,
the XMAS data set.[1] Figure 3 shows a sample isosur-
face for this CT data set of 16-bit values of resolution
512× 512× 499, which amounts to 250 MB of volume
data. We explored extraction methods using an octree spa-
tial subdivision, kd-tree and interval tree structures for the
span space approach, and out-of-core extraction with an
external interval tree, next to the sequential search by enu-
meration without acceleration. The extraction was per-
formed on a machine with an Athlon processor at 1410
MHz for many uniformly distributed isovalues from the
range of the values in the data set. The timings do not
include time spent for outputting the extracted cells, be-
cause that time is independent of the method. The timings
were averaged and reported in Table 1.
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Figure 3: An example isosurface from the 512× 512×
499 XMAS data set.

Method
Search
trees
(MB)

Total
space
(MB)

Time
(ms)

Speedup
fac-
tor

enumeration 0 250 5987 1
octree 109 359 87.5 68.4
kd tree 837 1087 3.92 1530
interval tree 1256 1506 2.00 3000
out of core 0 250 17.14 350

Table 1: Results for cell extraction for the CT-scanned
XMAS-Tree data set of size 512×512×499 with 2 bytes
per voxel, resulting in 250 MB altogether. The table
shows the amount of memory needed for the volume data
and the auxiliary data structures for five methods of cell
extraction along with the resulting cell extraction times
averaged over a sequence of isovalues of equal distance.
The out-of-core extraction (using interval trees) results in
a speedup without needing any additional main memory
space, but it needs 1261 MB of external space and a long
preprocessing time to build the data structure. The graph
in Figure 5 visualizes these results.

With the search by enumeration we were able to pro-
cess 2.18 million cells per second, resulting in an aver-
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Figure 4: Span space histogram of the XMAS data set.
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Figure 5: Comparison of methods for cell extraction for
the XMAS tree data set, compare Table 1. The graph dis-
plays the corresponding speedup factors relative to se-
quential search as functions of the amount of memory
used for the auxiliary data structures.

age cell extraction time of 6 seconds. This rather long
extraction process was sped up by an impressive factor of
3000 using the interval tree method. However, the interval
tree data structure requires 1256 MB of memory for this
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achievement, which may not be available on the user’s
machine. For example, let us assume that only a total of
500 MB memory for the auxiliary data structures may be
used. In this case the machine would be able to acco-
modate the octree method requiring 109 MB and provid-
ing an average extraction time of 87.5 milliseconds, while
the kd-tree requiring 837 MB would exceed the available
memory and can be ruled out due to unacceptable but nec-
essary memory swapping. The question then arises how
one may use the remaining 391 MB in the best possible
way in order to raise the speedup factor of 68.4 provided
by the octree.

The alternative to simply move all memory intensive
data structures like kd- and interval trees out-of-core is
not a satisfying option. In our example an average ex-
traction time of 17.14 milliseconds was achieved this way
(using out-of-core interval trees), which is 4.4 times, resp.
8.6 times longer than with memory resident kd- and inter-
val trees. Thus, it seems promising to use all available
cpu memory in order to at least partially reach the rapid
extraction times provided by in-core auxiliary data struc-
tures.

In this paper we fill the gap between the state-of-the-
art methods by designing a memory adaptive hybrid algo-
rithm that optimally adapts to any given amount of avail-
able memory. Its performance for the example is given
by the solid line in the graph of Figure 5. For the case
of 500 MB of available memory, the hybrid approach will
result in an average extraction time of only 23 millisec-
onds, which is less than 30% of the time required without
our hybrid method. i.e., using an octree space subdision.
Here only combinations of octrees, kd-trees, interval trees
and sequential search were allowed. Taking into account
additionally the out-of-core method based on external in-
terval trees we achieved an even smaller average extrac-
tion time of only 7.3 milliseconds, 12 times smaller than
extraction by octrees alone, and 2.35 times smaller than
by out-of-core interval trees alone.

In our hybrid approach, we use a binary spatial subdivi-
sion. The leaves of the associated binary tree correspond
to spatial regions, which can be searched using one out
of a pool of several methods. Construction of the binary
space partition tree and selection of the search method at
the leaf nodes are optimal in the sense that no other fea-
sible configuration with the same or lower memory re-
quirement can provide for a better acceleration. This pa-

per continues and extends the discussion of isosurface ex-
traction in our earlier work.[18] Most notably, besides a
more detailed presentation of the general underlying opti-
mization technique and many other improvements appro-
priate models for execution time estimation for all meth-
ods were newly developed. Furthermore, kd-trees and and
an out-of core method were integrated in our system and
round up the empirical results. In the next section, we
formally develop the structure of the hybrid method and
its Lagrangian optimization. The methods including spa-
tial subdivision, enumeration, interval trees, kd-trees and
an out-of-core method provide the building blocks of our
implementation. In Sections 4 and 5, we provide imple-
mentation details and discuss the results for some more
data sets.

2 Theory

2.1 Definition of the cell extraction problem

Let us assume that we are given samples vi jk of a scalar
function f : R3 → R at integer coordinates from which
we can generate an interpolation f̂ : D ⊂ R3→ R. Thus,
f̂ (i, j,k) = f (i, j,k) = vi jk for integers i, j,k in certain
ranges, say imin ≤ i ≤ imax, jmin ≤ j ≤ jmax, and kmin ≤
k ≤ kmax.

For appropriate i, j,k, we define the cells Ci jk as ex-
plained before and consider the sets of eight correspond-
ing voxel values

Vi jk = {vi, j,k,vi+1, j,k,vi, j+1,k, ...,vi+1, j+1,k+1}

and their convex hulls without the maxima

Ii jk = [minVi jk,maxVi jk). (1)

Now let a threshold t ∈R, i.e., an isovalue be given. Then
the cell extraction problem for the computation of the cor-
responding isosurface f̂−1(t) is to report the set of indices

L = {(i, j,k) | t ∈ Ii jk}.

In a following step (not included in the methods of this
work), an isosurface renderer will compute and render
f̂−1(t)∩Ci jk for all (i, j,k) ∈ L .
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2.2 Definition of the memory constrained
optimization problem

Assume that we are given a set of m > 1 search meth-
ods that solve the above cell extraction problem. For ex-
ample, these could include the methods of enumeration,
interval tree and kd-tree searching. We consider spatial
partitions P = {B1, . . . ,Bn}, D =

Sn
k=1 Bk of the under-

lying volume D into blocks Bk,k = 1, . . . ,n. Each block
consists of a union of cells, such that each cell belongs to
one and only one block Bk. In our hybrid scheme we as-
sign to each of the blocks Bk one of the m search methods,
denoted by the number ak ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. For a partition P
with n blocks, we thus have a method assignment vec-
tor A = (a1, . . . ,an). Our hybrid cell extraction proceeds
by sequentially processing the blocks B1, . . . ,Bn, applying
cell extraction method ak for block Bk.

We assume that we have a mathematical model des-
cribing the cell extraction time required by any of the m
search methods when extracting cells for any block B⊂D
and any given threshold t ∈ R. We use the notation

T (B,a, t)

for cell extraction time where a ∈ {1, . . . ,m} denotes the
search method. Likewise we denote by

M(P),M(B,a), andM(P,A)

models for the space requirements;M(P) for storing the
definition of the spatial partition, andM(B,a) for storing
the auxiliary data structures required by search method
numbered a applied to the block B of cells. Then the
overall space requirements M(P,A) for our hybrid cell
extraction method using a partition P = {B1, . . . ,Bn}, and
method assignment vector A = (a1, . . . ,an) will be

M(P,A) =M(P)+
n

∑
k=1
M(Bk,ak). (2)

A global memory constraint M on this overall space re-
quirement can be written as M(P,A) ≤ M. Details for
models of space and time for cell extraction methods will
be given in Section 3.

We need one more formal notion for the definition of
our optimization problem, namely a probability distribu-
tion for the queries of thresholds t ∈ R. This is necessary

because these isovalues are generally not known before-
hand. For example, one can simply assume a uniform
distribution over the range of the voxel values contained
in the entire volume. Another suitable distribution can be
based on the histogram of the voxel values in the volume.
Using a probability distribution for isovalues t ∈R allows
us to work with the expectation of the time requirement
T (B,a, t) for the cell extraction, denoted by E[T (B,a, t)].
The expectation of the total time T (P,A, t) required for
the cell extraction in the entire volume D using a partition
P, |P|= n, with method assignment vector A, then is

E[T (P,A, t)] :=
n

∑
k=1

E[T (Bk,ak, t)].

We are now ready to pose the optimization problem for
the hybrid cell extraction algorithm.

Definition 1 (Memory constrained optimization problem)
For given volume data, m extraction methods, and a global
memory constraint M define the configuration set

K = {(P,A) | P partition,A ∈ {1, ...,m}|P|}

and compute a configuration (P?,A?) ∈ K that minimizes
the expected cell extraction time,

(P?,A?) = arg min
(P,A)∈K

E[T (P,A, t)],

subject to the constraint

M(P,A)≤M.

The problem above is very hard to solve in its genera-
lity. The configuration space K is huge and unstructured.
Partitioning problems can often be shown to be NP-hard.
In the next two sections we therefore first restrict to the
case of a fixed partition and then solve the problem for a
very large set of hierarchical partitions.

2.3 Optimization method for fixed parti-
tions

In this subsection we solve the memory constrained op-
timization problem of Definition 1 for the case, in which
we consider only one partition P = {B1, . . . ,Bn} in the
configuration space K. Thus, the task is to compute

A? = arg min
A∈{1,...,m}n

E[T (P,A, t)]
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subject to the memory constraint

M(P,A)≤M.

Using a Lagrangian multiplier λ ≥ 0 we convert the con-
strained problem to an unconstrained discrete Lagrangian
problem.

Definition 2 (Discrete Lagrangian problem) Let P,
|P|= n, be a partition of D. For the Lagrangian multiplier
λ≥ 0 compute

A? = arg min
A∈{1,...,m}n

(E[T (P,A, t)]+λ ·M(P,A)).

This solution to an unconstrained problem for a given
parameter λ ≥ 0 yields a corresponding solution of the
constrained problem as stated by the following proposi-
tion.

Proposition 1 Let λ≥ 0 and assume for A? ∈ {1, . . . ,m}n

A? = arg min
A∈{1,...,m}n

E[T (P,A, t)]+λ ·M(P,A). (3)

Then A? solves the memory constrained optimization
problem minimizing E[T (P,A, t)] subject to M(P,A) ≤
M(P,A?).

The proposition is a special case of a general the-
orem of Everett[10]. Figure 6 illustrates the propo-
sition and suggests an intuitive understanding of the
statement. The space-time diagram contains the point
(M(P,A),E[T (P,A, t)]) for each of the mn method as-
signment vectors A. Points on a line with slope −λ have
equal values of the functional E[T (P,A, t)]+λ ·M(P,A).
Geometrically, the optimization in (3) can be seen as mov-
ing a line with slope −λ upwards until the first point in
the graph is reached, which is a vertex on the lower con-
vex hull of the mn points in the space-time diagram. This
point provides the solution A?. Clearly, no other point in
the graph to the left of this point can provide a lower ex-
pected extraction time E[T (P,A, t)]. Therefore, A? must
be optimal with respect to memory constraintM(P,A?).

To solve the constrained optimization problem for a
given memory constraint M, one must solve (3) for sev-
eral values of the parameter λ until a solution with a mem-
ory requirement sufficiently close to the given space M is

!

time

space

*
*A

*(P,A )

E[  (P,A ,t)]

M

T

pointsnm

Figure 6: This space-time diagram for the unconstrained
optimization contains a point (M(P,A),E[T (P,A, t)]) for
each of the mn method assignment vectors A.

found. Here the method of bisection or the secant method
can be applied.

However, the solution of (3) by enumeration of all mn

points is not feasible, because the complexity of this pro-
cedure grows exponentially with the number n of blocks
in the partition P. Fortunately, in our case the exponential
complexity can be reduced to a linear one by observing
a separability property of the problem. To be more pre-
cise, let M′ := M−M(P) and assume M′ > 0. Then by
equation (2) we need to find

min
A∈{1,...,m}n

n

∑
k=1

E[T (Bk,ak, t)]

subject to
n

∑
k=1
M(Bk,ak)≤M′.

Using these expressions, the optimization in (3) becomes

A? = arg min
A∈{1,...,m}n

n

∑
k=1

E[T (Bk,ak, t)]+λ ·M(Bk,ak).

The term under the sum for index k depends on the
method ak, but not on any of the methods ai that are used
in other blocks Bi, i 6= k. Therefore, we can minimize the
terms in the sum independently, yielding the solutions

ak = arg min
a∈{1,...,m}

E[T (Bk,a, t)]+λ ·M(Bk,a) (4)
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Figure 7: Space-time diagrams for blocks Bk,k = 1, . . . ,n.
The best method ak out of m possible ones is searched in
each diagram.

for k = 1, . . . ,n. Figure 7 illustrates the procedure. Instead
of searching one point out of mn points we now search
one point for each of the n blocks Bk from a set of only
m candidates, thereby reducing the time complexity to a
linear one.

2.4 Optimization method for hierarchical
partitions

In this subsection we generalize the solution of the mem-
ory constrained cell extraction problem allowing several
partitions P in the configuration set K. Since the problem
with arbitrary partitionings is intractable, we restrict the
search to the case of hierarchical partitions. These are
partitions that are recursively generated as follows. The
volume domain D is partitioned into two or more macro
blocks consisting of unions of cells as before. Each of
these macro blocks can further be subdivided by the same
procedure and so on in a recursive manner. The partition-
ing of D or of a macro block of D must follow a deter-
ministic rule. For example, the rule may simply be that a
block is split along the largest dimension into two equal
subsets, using certain tie breaking rules for the cases, that
the block has several longest sides or an odd number of
cells along a largest side. A maximal hierarchical par-
tition is obtained when the recursive partitioning is car-

1
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y1

x0 2 2

1

2

1

x

x0

y1

2

y3

Figure 8: Visualization of a hierarchical partition in the
two-dimensional case. One out of two search methods
are assigned to the blocks of the partition (m = 2). The
tree on the right displays the same information.

ried out until the blocks at the finest level are smaller than
some given threshold, that is a parameter of the hybrid
cell extraction method.

A hierarchical partition can be identified with a cor-
responding tree. A node ν corresponds to a spatial vol-
ume that is equal to the union of the volumes belonging
to the child nodes µ of ν. In particular, the root node cor-
responds to the entire volume D, the other inner nodes
to macro blocks, and finally the leaf nodes correspond to
the blocks Bk,k = 1, . . . ,n of the hierarchical partition P.
A feasible configuration (P,A) ∈ K can be visualized as
a spatial partition P whose blocks Bk are labelled by the
choices ak for the corresponding methods. Equivalently,
we may draw or store the corresponding tree and label the
leaves by numbers ak, see Figure 8 for an example. We
now define the set of allowed partitions to be derived from
all pruned subtrees of the maximal hierarchical partition.

Definition 3 (Configuration space) Let a maximal hier-
archical partition Pmax of D be given. Then the configura-
tion space for the memory constrained optimization prob-
lem in Definition 1 is the set

K = {(P,A) | P ∈ P and A ∈ {1, ...,m}|P|}

where P consists of all partitions P that can be obtained
from Pmax by arbitrary pruning of the corresponding par-
titioning tree.

With the configuration space K defined for hierarchical
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partitions, we generalize the discrete Lagrangian problem
from fixed to hierarchical partitions.

Definition 4 (Global Lagrangian optimization problem)
Let Pmax be the maximal hierarchical partition of D and
letK be the associated configuration space of hierarchical
partitions. The corresponding Lagrangian global cost
function is

Jλ(P,A) := E[T (P,A, t)]+λ ·M(P,A) (5)

and the global Lagrangian optimization problem for hier-
archical partitions and a Lagrangian multiplier λ≥ 0 is to
compute

(P?,A?) = arg min
(P,A)∈K

Jλ(P,A). (6)

As in Proposition 1 the solution (P?,A?) of the uncon-
strained global Lagrangian optimization problem is also a
solution to the constrained minimization of E[T (P,A, t)]
satisfyingM(P,A)≤M(P?,A?).

The cardinality of the setP of allowed partitions is very
large, being superexponential in the depth of the maximal
tree belonging to Pmax. For example, if Pmax corresponds
to a complete binary tree of depth l > 2, then |P| is larger
than 2(2l−2). Therefore, to solve the memory constrained
cell extraction problem with hierarchical partitions, it is
not feasible to use the optimization technique from the
last section applied to each partition P ∈ P .

However, a solution is possible in practise by observ-
ing a fundamental principle of optimality in the problem
setting. To formulate this principle, we first need to ex-
tend the unconstrained Lagrangian space/time optimiza-
tion problem to all macro blocks corresponding to nodes
ν of the maximal partition tree Pmax. For a given node
ν, let us denote by Bν the corresponding (macro) block of
cells and by P(ν) the set of all hierarchical partitions of Bν

which are embedded inP . Then the Lagrangian cost func-
tion relative to the cell extraction problem at node ν, re-
spectively at (macro) block Bν, using a partition Pν ∈P(ν)

and a method assignment vector Aν ∈{1, . . . ,m}|Pν| is nat-
urally defined by

Jλ(Pν,Aν) := E[T (Pν,Aν, t)]+λ ·M(Pν,Aν).

Thus, at all nodes ν of the maximal partitioning tree Pmax,
we can pose a local Lagrangian optimization problem for

cell extraction in Bν, namely to compute

(P?
ν ,A?

ν) = arg min
(Pν,Aν)∈K(ν)

Jλ(Pν,Aν).

where

K(ν) = {(Pν,Aν) | Pν ∈ P(ν) and Aν ∈ {1, ...,m}|Pν|}.

Proposition 2 (Principle of optimality) Let λ≥ 0, Pmax
the maximal hierarchical partition of D, and (P?,A?) be
the solution of the global Lagrangian optimization prob-
lem for cell extraction with hierarchical partitions (Defi-
nition 4). Let ν be an inner node of the optimal partition
P?. Then the subtree Pν rooted at node ν in P? together
with the method assignment vector Aν attached to the leaf
nodes of Pν provides the solution (P?

ν ,A?
ν) of the local La-

grangian optimization problem relative to node ν.

The proposition is essentially due to the same sepa-
rability property that we have explained in Subsection
2.3. In order for the global solution (P?,A?) to be opti-
mal, every partition subtree of P? with associated partial
method assignment vector must be optimally designed,
which means that the corresponding local Lagrangian cost
function must be minimal, thereby providing a solution to
the local Lagrangian optimization problem. We refrain
from writing down a formal proof of this fact.

The principle of optimality in Proposition 2 leads us to
a bottom-up dynamic programming solution of the global
Lagrangian optimization problem. We can begin by sol-
ving the local optimization problems at the leaf nodes,
where the local partition is trivial, i.e., consisting of only
one single block. Thereafter, the computation of the lo-
cal solutions at inner nodes are possible by propagating
known solutions for the corresponding child nodes up, re-
quiring only a few comparisons of easily computed La-
grangian cost functions. Thus, local solutions are com-
puted from the leaf nodes up all the way to the root node
at which point the global solution is obtained.

In terms of formulas the procedure is as follows. For
all leaf nodes ν of the maximal tree Pmax the solution of
the local Lagrangian optimization problem is given by the
trivial partition P?

ν (consisting of the single block of cells
corresponding to the leaf node ν of Pmax) and the best
method assignment vector A?

ν = (a) with

a = arg min
a=1,···,m

Jλ(P
?
ν ,(a))
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= arg min
a=1,···,m

E[T (Bν,a, t)]+λ ·M(Bν,a).

For all inner nodes ν of the maximal tree we let P0
ν de-

note the trivial partition at node ν (only one block, i.e., Bν

itself) and compute

min
Pν,Aν

Jλ(Pν,Aν) = min

{
min

a=1,···,m
Jλ(P

0
ν ,(a)),

∆E[T ](ν)+λ∆M+∑
µ child

of ν

min
Pµ,Aµ

Jλ(Pµ,Aµ)

}
.

(7)

The first term takes care of the case in which the vol-
ume belonging to node ν is not further partitioned and
searched using a single fixed method. The second term
handles the case in which the volume of node ν is parti-
tioned. To be precise, it contains a small additive constant
∆E[T ](ν)+ λ∆M, where ∆M denotes the additional stor-
age space that is needed to indicate in the optimal partition
that the volume Bν at node ν is further partitioned. The
term ∆E[T ](ν) reflects the expected time required check-
ing the node ν during cell extraction. By computing local
optimal solutions for the tree nodes in a bottom-up fash-
ion, we may assume, that for the child nodes µ we already
know the optimal local solutions. Thus, we have direct
access to the minimal local Lagrangian costs Jλ(Pµ,aµ).

Overall, we have to compare m cost function values at
each leaf node and m+1 cost function values at each inner
node of the maximal partition tree. If we assume m as a
constant value, and if the Lagrangian cost E[T (Bν,a, t)]+
λ ·M(Bν,a) can be calculated within O(n′ log(n′)) time
for the block Bν of n′ cells and a method a, then it can
be shown that building the optimal tree costs O(n log2 n)
time (here n is the number of cells in the given volume)
for each Lagrange multiplier λ.

2.5 Summary of the optimization method
Overall, the proposed solution for the optimal memory
constrained cell extraction problem proceeds by prepro-
cessing the volume data solving the Lagrangian optimiza-
tion problem for a suitable set of parameters λ ≥ 0. The
optimal solutions together with the corresponding space
requirements are then available for multiple cell extrac-
tion passes obeying an arbitrary memory constraint for

the required auxiliary data structures. The preprocessing
needs to be executed only once and can be carried out of-
fline. The results can be stored to a file and can be used
multiple times for different memory constraints. In more
detail, the steps are as follows:

Algorithm 1 (Preprocessing)
1. Read volume data.

2. Build full partitioning tree Pmax using a minimal
block size (e.g., 2×2×2) for the termination crite-
rion at the leaf nodes.

3. For all nodes ν and methods a = 1, ...,m, estimate
the required space M(Bν,a) and the expected ex-
traction time E[T (Bν,a, t)].

4. Choose a sequence (λi) with 0 < λ1 < λ2 < · · · <
λl . Also choose a resolution parameter δ > 0.

5. For each λi, run the bottom-up Lagrangian op-
timization and obtain the optimal partition P?

i ,
the assignment vector A?

i and the required space
M(P?

i ,A?
i ).

6. Insert more λ-values and go to Step 5 to ensure that
M(P?

i ,A?
i )/M(P?

i+1,A
?
i+1)≤ 1+δ for all i.

After preprocessing, the cell extraction and the isosurface
rendering commence as follows:

Algorithm 2 (Cell extraction and rendering)
1. Read volume data.

2. Determine available space M for auxiliary data
structures.

3. Extract optimal partition P?
i(M) and method assign-

ment vector A?
i(M) from the preprocessing, i.e., com-

pute i(M) = min{i = 1, . . . , l | M(P?
i ,A?

i )≤M}.
4. Build auxiliary data structures as given by P?

i(M)
and A?

i(M).

5. User input: isovalue t.

6. Extract the cells using the methods and data struc-
tures generated in Step 4.

7. Produce the polygonal approximation of the isosur-
face in each extracted cell and display its graphic
rendering (or output the result in another way).

8. If desired go to Step 5.
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2.6 Optimization with multiple constraints
The original theorem of Everett on discrete Lagrangian
optimization considers considers minimization of a gen-
eralized expression like

E[T (P,A, t)]+
l

∑
i=1

λiMi(P,A).

The theorem states that the solution (P?,A?) minimiz-
ing this expression also solves the problem of minimi-
zing E[T (P,A, t)] subject to Mi(P,A) ≤Mi(P?,A?) for
i = 1, . . . , l. Thus, this generalization may be used for
the use of several types of memory of different size and
speed. However, the multi-dimensional search for the cor-
responding parameter values (λ1, . . . ,λl) that yields the
solution for a given set of memory constraints, is more
difficult than the simple onedimensional case which can
be solved by bisection.

The optimization with multiple Lagrangian parameters
may be appropriate when also an out-of-core method is
considered as a basic method for cell extraction at the leaf
nodes of the binary space partition of the volume data.
For example, one may use externally stored interval trees,
as described by Chiang, Silva and Schroeder[8], storing
subgroups of interval tree nodes and parts of the min- and
max-lists in external data blocks. In such a case, one may
pose either an external memory contraint, or just intro-
duce an external memory factorH, giving the cost of one
byte of external memory compared to one byte of main
memory (formallyH= λ2

λ1
). A choice of a large value for

H like H ≈ 1 favors in-core methods, while a value of
H near 0 indicates that out-of-core memory essentially is
free, yielding frequent use of out-of-core extraction meth-
ods when main memory is not sufficient to host the best
auxiliary data structures for cell extraction.

3 Models for space and time
Optimizing the expected cell extraction time as described
in the previous section requires a mathematical model of
query values issued by the user in the form of a probability
distribution. Moreover, models of space and expected ex-
traction time for the basic cell extraction methods are nec-
essary. These models provide the interface between the
general optimization method and the particular basic cell

extraction methods used at the leaves of the partitioning
tree. in this section we develop these models by analysing
the four main extraction methods (m = 4), listed in the
following table.

Number (a) Method Memory Speed
1 enumeration low slow
2 interval tree high fast
3 kd-tree high fast
4 out-of-core (*) medium

(*) The out-of-core method uses low main memory but
much external memory.

The space requirements are zero for enumeration (a =
1). For interval trees (a = 2), they can be readily mea-
sured without actually building the min- and max-lists for
the interval trees. For kd.trees (a = 3), we only have to
count the ’nodes’ of the (pointerless) kd-tree, i. e., the
size of the array determining it. Forout-of-core interval
trees (a = 4), the main memory used is almost zero (only
one pointer to the out-of-core file is needed). The out-of-
core memory can be calculated by counting or calculating
the data blocks used, which can be directly done from the
evaluation of the in-core interval tree (a = 2).

It is more difficult to estimate the time requirements
for cell extraction at the nodes of the maximal partition
tree. Measuring cell extraction times empirically is not a
feasible option due to complexity reasons. Therefore, in
the next four subsections we set up mathematical models
for the extraction times which can be rapidly evaluated in
Step 3 of the preprocessing phase of the optimization.

We begin by introducing notation. Let us de-
note by Bν = [i0, i1]× [ j0, j1]× [k0,k1] the volume that
is attached to node ν of the partition tree. Then
|Bν|= (i1− i0)( j1− j0)(k1− k0) is the number of cells
contained in Bν. Furthermore, we denote by Iν =
[minVν,maxVν) the interval of voxel values belonging to
the block Bν, where

Vν = {vi jk | i0 ≤ i≤ i1, j0 ≤ j ≤ j1,k0 ≤ k ≤ k1}.

For any interval I, let us denote by Pr(I) the probability
that the query value t is in the interval, t ∈ I.

3.1 Enumeration (a = 1)
In the enumeration method, cells in the block Bν belong-
ing to the node ν of the partition tree are processed layer
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by layer, and row by row from left to right in each layer.
For a given cell one computes the value range for the cell’s
four left voxels, i.e., the (half-open) convex hull of the
four voxel values. Then one sets a ternary flag indicating
whether the isovalue t is below (-1), in (0), or above (1)
the range. The same procedure is carried out for the cell’s
four right voxels. Then it follows, that the cell is active
relative to the isovalue t, if and only if both flags are zero,
or the flags have opposite sign. The flag for the four right
voxels is equal to the left flag of the following cell to the
right, and, thus does not need to be recomputed. Thus, the
computational load is identical for all cells in the block,
except for the first cell in each row which requires about
twice as many computations. For our purposes it suffices
to simply model the compute time for the enumeration
method to be proportional to the number of cells in the
block, denoted by |Bν|. Therefore,

E[T (Bν,1, t)] = α1Pr(Iν)|Bν| (8)

where α1 is a machine dependent parameter that needs to
be determined empirically, see Subsection 3.5.

3.2 Interval trees (a = 2)

A simple model for the expected cell extraction time of
the interval tree method can be based on the nearly out-
put sensitive character of the method, stating that the time
is proportional to the expected number of cells reported,
∑Ci jk⊂Bν

Pr(Ii jk). Thus, with a suitable constant α2 we
suggest

E[T (Bν,2, t)] = ∑
Ci jk⊂Bν

α2Pr(Ii jk). (9)

A more accurate model would also take into account the
processing of the interval tree besides the scan of the min-
and max-lists of the tree. To this end one would add a
term ∑η Pr(Iη) ·α′2, where Iη denotes the interval of iso-
values which will lead the search algorithm to examine a
node η in the interval tree. These intervals can be obtained
recursively. In our experiments, however, we found that
the contribution of this extra term can safely be neglected.
Thus, in our system we use only equation 9.

3.3 Kd-trees (a = 3)
For isosurface extraction with kd-trees we apply the point-
erless kd-tree data structure and the corresponding opti-
mized search as given by Livnat, Shen, and Johnson[14].
For space limitations we cannot review this material here
and must refer to the cited paper.

Each node η in the kd-tree corresponds to a rectan-
gular region in span space, I1η × I2η = [minl ,minh]×
[maxl ,maxh] which contains a corresponding interval
(i.e., point in span space) in addtion to the intervals of
all nodes below η. These regions can be computed recur-
sively top-down, beginning with the root node for which
the region is the square ranging from the minimum to the
maximum values of the data set in each of the two dimen-
sions. We have

I1ηl × I2ηl :=


(I1η∩ (−∞,minη])× I2η

if η splits the intervals by minimum
I1η× (I2η∩ (−∞,maxη]) otherwise

I1ηr × I2ηr :=


(I1η∩ [minη,∞))× I2η

if η splits the intervals by minimum
I1η× (I2η∩ [maxη,∞)) otherwise

The time required by an isovalue query of the kd-tree is
dominated by the comparisons of the isovalue with the
min and max values of the intervals of the cells. Thus,
for each cell, respectively node of the kd-tree, either 0, 1,
or perhaps 2 comparisons may occur. For the analysis of
the expected extraction time we therefore must count the
number of nodes for these three cases.

Let [minl ,minh]× [maxl ,maxh] be the region associated
to a kd-tree node and assume the case that minh < maxl ,
see Figure 9 (top). If the isovalue t /∈ [minl ,maxh), then
the tree node is pruned in the kd-tree traversal requiring
no compute time. If the isovalue t ∈ [minh,maxl), then
the interval contained in the node must contain the iso-
value t, thus, corresponds to an active cell. In this case no
comparision of t with either the min or max value of the
interval is necessary. One of the limits min and max of
the has to be tested, if t is contained in one of the outer
intervals [maxl ,maxh) and [minl ,minh).

In the other case, i.e., if minh ≥ maxl , see Figure 9
(bottom) for an example, the isovalue t may have to be
compared with both ends of the interval, min and max,
if max(minl ,maxl)≤ t < min(minh,maxh). Overall, with
the convention Pr([a,b]) = 0 for b < a, we arrive at the
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Figure 9: Span space representation of two cases of the
kd-tree node evaluation. In the second case, the upper
part of α4 will not occur because minh > maxh and thus,
[minh,maxh) is empty.

expected extraction time

Tη =



Pr([minh,maxl ]) ·α3+
[Pr([minl ,minh])+Pr([maxl ,maxh])] ·α4
for minh < maxl
Pr([max(minl ,maxl),min(minh,maxh)]) ·α5+
[Pr([minl ,maxl ])+Pr([minh,maxh])] ·α4
otherwise.

(10)

Here, α3, α4, and α5 are machine dependent parameters.
Finally, the expected extraction times are added by

E[T (Bν,3, t)] = ∑
η

Tη

where the sum is taken over all nodes in the kd-tree.
For the computation of E[T (Bν,3, t)] according to the

above method, it is required to build and traverse the en-
tire kd-tree for the block Bν of cells. Since in the pre-
processing, thousands and even millions of such nodes
may need to be processed, large compute times may be
required for obtaining the expected extraction times with
kd-trees. In order to reduce these long compute times we
suggest a probabilistic approximation by choosing a ran-
dom subset of the given cells in Bν. With this smaller set
of cells, the kd-tree of associated intervals is built and pro-
cessed as explained above. The results are properly scaled
or modified to estimate the expected extraction times for
the full kd-tree.

We discuss details only for the case of a node from
the small kd-tree corresponding to a rectangle R =
[minl ,minh]× [maxl ,maxh] with (minh < maxl), i.e., the
first case in (10) and the upper part of Figure 9, the other
case being similar. We aim at replacing the term

Pr([minl ,minh])+Pr([maxl ,maxh]) ·α4

by an appropriate one which should estimate the corre-
sponding quantity in the original large kd-tree. If the ran-
dom downsampling of the cells in Bν occurs at a rate of
ρ > 1 (reducing the number of cells by a factor of 1/ρ),
we simply assume that each interval in the small kd-tree
corresponds to ρ intervals in the original kd-tree which
are uniformly distributed in the corresponding rectangle
R. Thus, the rectangel R corresponds to ρ smaller rectan-
gles in the original kd-tree, and we arrive at

√
ρ · [Pr([minl ,minh])+Pr([maxl ,maxh])] ·α4.

Next we need to replace the term Pr([minh,maxl ]) ·α3
by an estimate valid when replacing R by about ρ smaller
rectangles. Here we take ρ times the value obtained for
a small rectangle located near the center (cmin,cmax) of
R. Thus, the minh-value of the small rectangle is cmin +
1

2ρ
(minh −minl), and maxl becomes cmax − 1

2ρ
(maxh −

maxl).
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Note, that when taking cmin as the arithmetic mean of
minl and minh and cmax as the mean of maxl and maxh and
setting ρ = 1, i.e., we do nor subsample the data set, then
the resulting approximation is exact. Since the intervals
contained in R are not uniformly distributed in practise
(see Figures 4 and 17-20), but occur more frequently near
the diagonal in span space, taking the geometric mean
for cmin =

√
minl ·minh and cmax =

√
maxl ·maxh is bet-

ter than using the arithmetic means.
We evaluated the procedure using a sequence of volume

data sets ranging from 1 to 250 MB. For each of these data
sets one large kd-tree was generated. We compared the
approximate results based on randomly subsampled data
sets with those from the full kd-trees as computed using
(10). Figure 10 shows the results of this experiment. The
error of the estimated expected extraction times typically
was less than five percent. For the downsampling rate we
found that reducing the number of cells to 250 3√# cells
intervals gave the best results as shown in the figure. The
probabilistic estimation reduced the compute time by a
factor betwen 20 and 100, where the large savings occur
for the large data sets.

3.4 Out-of-core extraction (a = 4)
The overall isosurface extraction time when using an out-
of-core interval tree naturally is equal to the time required
when using in-core interval tree in addition to time needed
to read in disk blocks containing the necessary parts of
the interval tree data structure together with disk blocks
for the min- and max-lists. For each disk block Bi we can
derive an interval I(Bi) of isovalues for which the given
disk block must be loaded from disk. Thus, if α6 denotes
the time for a read operation for one disk block, we obtain
a total expected time for all disk block read operations as
follows

α6

NB

∑
i=1

Pr(I(Bi)) (11)

where NB is the total number of disk blocks for the exter-
nal interval tree and its associated min- and max-lists. We
proceed by giving details for the computation of the inter-
vals I(Bi) for the disk blocks Bi that contain a part of the
interval tree, and by approximating the partial sum for the
disk blocks holding the min- and max lists of the interval
tree.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the results of original kd-tree
extraction time evaluation to an estimation by smaller kd-
trees. The second diagram compares the compute times
used for the evaluations.

We introduce a partitioning scheme for the nodes of the
interval tree such that each region of the tree can be stored
in one disk block. Let us assume, that one disk block can
store the information of at most 2K1+1 − 1 interval tree
nodes, contained in a binary subtree of depth K1. The tree
partitioning proceeds with a labeling `(η) ∈ {0, ...,K1} of
the tree nodes η

`(η) :=

{K1 if η is a leaf
`′(η) if η is not a leaf and not the root
0 if η is the root
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Figure 11: This diagram schematically shows the labeling
of interval tree nodes and how disk blocks are defined for
external interval tree storage.

where

`′(η) := min({K1}∪{`(η′)−1 |
η
′ ∈ {ηl ,ηr} exists and `(η′) > 0}.

and ηl ,ηr denote the left and right child nodes belong-
ing to η. In practise the labeling is defined for the tree
nodes in bottom-up manner, starting with labels K1 at all
leaf nodes. Figure 11 illustrates an example. With this
labeling we define the content of a disk block to be a sub-
tree rooted at any node labeled 0 and reaching down up to
K1 levels and not containing another node labeled 0, see
Figure 11.

We now attach intervals Iη to all interval tree nodes in-
dicating the range of isovalues for which a given node η

must be inspected in the tree traversal during cell extrac-
tion. The intervals Iη are generated in a top-down tree
traversal. Initially, for the root node ηroot of an interval
tree attached to the node ν of the partition tree, we define
Iηroot := Iν, i.e., Iηroot is the range of the volume data in the
block of cells Bν. If t0 denotes the threshold at the root
node in the interval tree, then the interval of the left child
node ηl is Iηl = Iηroot ∩ (−∞, t0), and for the right child
node, it is Iηr = Iηroot ∩ [t0,∞). The procedure is iterated
correspondingly for the child nodes of ηl ,ηr and so forth.

With these definitions we have that a disk block con-
taining interval tree nodes must be read in if and only if
the isovalue is contained in the interval Iη of the first node
η the disk block, i.e., the block with label `(η) = 0. Thus,
the expected time to read in the necessary disk blocks is

given by
T1 = α6 ∑

`(η)=0
Pr(Iη)

where α6 is the time needed to read one disk block.
The min- and max-lists are linearly written into disk

blocks, where the last block for each list may not be com-
pletely filled. It is possible to derive relevant isovalue
intervals for each such disk block in order to evaluate
equation (11). However, computing these intervals would
require actually building the min- and max-lists, which
should be avoided to maintain low computational com-
plexity. Instead we propose to estimate the expected time
to read the necessary disk blocks. Let us assume that
one disk block can hold up to K2 min- or max-list en-
tries. Moreover, we may estimate that in the last used disk
block of a list from which cells are reported to the output
on average only about half of the entries are active. For
an isovalue t either the min- or the max-list of an interval
tree node η must be processed, if and only if t ∈ Iη. Thus,
we arrive at an estimated expected time for reading in the
disk blocks containing the min- and max-lists as follows:

T2 ≈ α6

[
∑

I cell interval

Pr(I)
K2

+
1
2 ∑

η

Pr(Iη)

]
.

The overall expected cell extraction time for the method
with out-of-core interval trees can be calculated by

E[T (Bν,4, t)] = E[T (Bν,2, t)]+T1 +T2.

We remark, that for the computation of E[T (Bν,4, t)] it
is sufficient to have available the interval tree structure
without having to set up the corresponding min- and max-
lists.

We need one more constant in the model, namely for
the expected time spent checking an inner node, ∆E[T ](ν),
in equation (7), simply estimated as

∆E[T ](ν) = Pr(Iν) ·α7.

3.5 Parameter estimation
The models for expected extraction times contain un-
known parameters α1, . . . ,α6, which can be determined
empirically. To do this, one may generate several par-
titioning trees Pi with method assignment vectors Ai. It
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does not matter, whether they are optimal. In each case
i, the mathematical model predicts a run time T̃i as a lin-
ear combination of the parameters α1, . . . ,α6. The coeffi-
cients are given by the formulas of the last subsection and
can be computed. Then, for each i, the actual extraction
times are measured and averaged for a set of query values
t obeying the underlying probability distribution, yielding
empirical expected times Ti. Now the parameters can be
determined using standard least squares minimization to
fit the model to the data. The Figures 12 and 13 show the
quality of this parameter estimation, comparing the mod-
elled extraction time to the measured extraction time for
the given methods. The values of the constants will be
given in the result section.

4 Implementation
The hybrid algorithm has been presented in the previous
sections. Here, we provide details for our choices that we
made for our implementation, following the steps listed
in Algorithms 1 and 2. We apply the hybrid scheme using
four methods (m = 4): the enumeration method, the in-
terval trees, the kd-trees, and the out-of-core method with
interval trees.

The required space and expected extraction times are
computed using a recursive depth-first tree traversal of the
maximal partitioning tree (Step 3 of the preprocessing al-
gorithm). In this way, information collected and analyzed
at all nodes below the root is passed on to their respective
parents, which is used to accelerate the calculations per-
taining to the parent nodes. We remark that for estimating
space and expected extraction times with the interval tree
method no min- and max-lists for interval trees need to
be built. It suffices to know the nodes of the trees, which
can be derived from a small subset of the intervals that are
maintained in the tree.

The resulting values of space requirements and ex-
pected times are stored in a table providing random ac-
cess for the following optimization passes for the vari-
ous parameters λi (Step 5 of the preprocessing algorithm).
These bottom-up Lagrangian optimizations are also com-
puted using the recursive depth-first tree traversal algo-
rithm. The resulting optimal hierarchical partitions P?

i are
stored along with the assignment vectors A?

i requiring one
symbol per node, where the symbol is from an alphabet

of size m + 1 (one of these symbols denoting an inner
node, the other m symbols indicating the method for a
leaf node).

Our implementation is in the C language. We remark,
that we store the volume data in a linear array instead of a
standard three-dimensional array, which saves storage of
a 2D pointer array allowing more space for auxiliary data
structures.

5 Results

In this section we report on the empirical results using
our implementation of the hybrid isosurface extraction
method of this paper. We begin by discussing the results
of the machine parameter estimation that we performed
as explained in Section 3. In the following subsection we
discuss the computing time requirements for the offline
preprocessing (Algorithm 1). Next we list and character-
ize our test data sets. Finally, we address the performance
of the extraction method for the example data sets and
varying memory constraints.

5.1 Machine parameter estimation

For our experiments we used a computer with an AMD
Athlon(TM) XP 1600+ processor which is running at
1410 MHz under a Linux operating system. The main
memory size of the machine is one gigabyte.

Our results for the estimation of the time constants in
Subsection 3.5 yielded the following values in nano sec-
onds.

Para- Value Relevance
meter 10−9 s for time in

α1 42.5 single enumerated cell
α2 4.84 reading a cell from min-, max-list
α3 4.04 reading a cell below kd-tree node
α4 37.6 reading a cell and test of min or max
α5 0 reading a cell and test of min and max
α6 2287 out-of-core block read
α7 135.7 inner node of partition tree

Table 2: Machine constants for AMD Athlon XP 1600+.
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Figure 12: Modelled expected cell extraction time ver-
sus actual cell extraction time averaged over different iso-
values, shown for the implemented methods enumeration,
partition trees and interval trees.
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Figure 13: Modelled expected cell extraction time versus
actual cell extraction time for the methods KD-trees and
out-of-core extraction.

The constant α5 was arbitrarily set to zero because their
numerical least squares estimation failed due to lack of
sufficient data points. Compared to other operations the
computations associated to these constants occur rarely
and, thus, setting the estimated times to zero does not in-
curr a significant loss in overall precision. Note, that the
value α6 = 2287 is very high compared to the others, as
we could expect for the time of an out-of-core block read-
ing operation. The disk block size in our experimental
setup was 512 bytes, capable of holding interval subtrees
of depth K1 = 3 (i.e., 15 nodes per block) or K2 = 85 en-
tries of min- or max-lists.
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Figure 14: Cost calculation time in the preprocessing for
different extraction methods.

We tested the model for expected extraction times for
a volume data set using a range of different hybrid trees.
In each case, the modelled expected cell extraction time
was compared to the empirical time averaged over query
values drawn from the corresponding uniform distribution
of queries. The results are shown in Figure 12 and 13,
demonstrating an accuracy of our model that is sufficient
for our application.

5.2 Preprocessing

In this subsection we report on the preprocessing times for
a volume data set that is scalable in size (TESTSET[1]).
For a desired variable resolution up to 500×500×500 we
sampled an algebraic function on a corresponding regu-
lar grid, added Gaussian noise to the values, and scaled
and quantized the results to 2 byte integers. Thereby we
obtained variable size volume data sets up to 238.4 MB.

For the preprocessing we considered m = 4 methods
(enumeration, interval trees, kd-trees, and the out-of-core
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Figure 15: Optimization time per Lagrange factor λ for a
series of variable size data sets.

method). For the full size test data set of 250 MB the first
three steps of the proprocessing (reading the volume data,
building the partition tree down to minimal block size 45
cells, and estimating the space and time required for all
four methods at each of the nodes of the partitioning tree
amounted to 75 minutes. The time taken for calculating
the memory and expected time needed for all methods at
all nodes is O(n log2 n), thus, roughly linear in practise.
Here the rate is about 19 seconds per megabyte. Figure 14
shows the times required to compute the memory and ex-
pected time needed for the different methods at all nodes.
Of the the total time for any given data set size about 54%
was taken by the calculations for the kd-tree, 40% for the
out-of-core method based on external interval trees, 6%
for setting up the partition tree and computing the inter-
vals attached to the nodes, and only 0.13% for the interval
tree.

The following Lagrangian optimization required less
than one second for each Lagrange parameter λ. Figure 15
shows these preprocessing times as the size of the volume
data set changes. The step like charfacteristic of the curve
is due to the construction of the underlying binary space
partitions.

The output of the preprocessing contains for each value
of the parameter λ the optimal spatial partitioning tree
of the volume data and the corresponding interval trees
(without the min- and max-lists). For the example of the
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Name Resolution Voxel Data Data
(voxels) (bits) Range (MB)

XMAS 512×512×499 16 0–4089 249.5
BUNNY 360×512×512 16 21–63536 180.0
BRAIN 384×400×276 16 0–65280 80.9

BRAIN+ 767×799×551 16 0–65280 644.1
BIGHEAD 256×256×225 16 2304–65280 28.0
ENGINE 256×256×110 16 0–65280 13.7

TESTDATA 500×500×500 16 0–65280 238.4

Table 3: Example data sets used. TESTDATA was also
used with lower resolutions.

XMAS data set with 93 λ-values a total file size of 1270
kB resulted.

5.3 Example data sets

Table 5.3 summarized the characteristics of some of the
data sets we used in our experiments. Except for the
data sets BRAIN and BRAIN+ they are available on the
internet.[1] The large BRAIN+ data set was upsampled
by linear interpolation from the original 384×400×276
BRAIN volume data set by a factor of 2 in each spatial
dimemsion. In addition, small additive Gaussian noise
was included at the upsampled positions. Figures 3 and
17 to 20 include renderings of example isosurfaces and
histograms for the distribution of the interval lengths of
the cells. The value region is normed to the interval [0,1]
and the interval length frequencies are scaled, such that
their integral over the whole value region is 1.

We see that for the medical data set, all interval lengths
occur, with a decreasing frequency for increasing length.
For the ENGINE and BUNNY data sets, many intervals of
large lengths occur near the surface of the objects were
cells include object matter as well as surrounding air. The
XMAS data set only contains small intervals.

The rendering of isosurfaces (except for XMAS and
BRAIN which were raytraced) were obtained by an in-
teractive real-time program, displaying extracted cells as
OpenGL points. The (r,g,b) color of such a point was
defined using an estimated surface normal vector v =
(vx,vy,vz) as r = vx+1

2 , g = vy+1
2 and b = vz+1

2 .

5.4 Cell extraction

For the data sets BUNNY, BRAIN, BIGHEAD, and EN-
GINE Figures 17 to 20 show corresponding renderings
of example isosurfaces, histograms of cell ranges, and
memory-speedup diagrams for the hybrid method, using
enumeration, kd-trees, interval trees out-of-core interval
trees.In the memory speedup diagrams, the speedup fac-
tor is taken to be relative to the speed of the extraction
by enumeration (marching cubes style, run time given in
captions). In each of these diagram markers show the
memory requirements and speedup factors for these four
individual methods. For our optimal hybrid method we
show two curves. For the lower curve out-of-core extrac-
tion was not allowed as one of the methods in the hybrid
approach. In the timings we do not include time for ren-
dering, or even reporting the active cells, because these
are irrelevant regarding the evaluation of the cell extrac-
tion method. The underlying probability distribution for
the isovalues was taken to be uniform on the range inter-
vals for the entire data set, i.e., the intervals given in Table
5.3.

The results here and those for the data set XMAS listed
already in Table 1Ê show, that the hybrid method is ef-
fective as expected. Increasing available memory for the
hybrid data structures speeds up the isosurface extraction
process. As derived in Section 2 the extraction is optimal
in the sense that no other feasible binary space partition
and method assignment vector would provide for a higher
acceleration of the extraction process.

We note in some details that the empirical memory-
speedup curves for the hybrid method are not strictly
monotonically increasing as claimed. This is most visible
in the jaggy upper memory-speedup curve for BUNNY in
Figure 17. This is due to the facts that in the optimization
algorithm expected extraction times are considered, while
in our measurement we sampled the probability distribu-
tion, and, moreover, we can only estimate the expected ex-
traction times, rather than precisely calculate them. This
is also the reason that in the speedup diagram of Figure
18 the pure interval tree is not reached (the estimated ex-
pected time for the kd-tree method was lower than that for
the interval tree method).

The Figure 16 shows the memory-speedup diagram for
the data set BRAIN+, which is the large upsampled ver-
sion of the BRAIN data set (Figure 18). Here we report
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Figure 16: Memory-speedup diagram of the 767×799×
551 BRAIN+ data set. The times used for calculating the
speedup factor are estimated times, not measured times.

only the estimated times, resp. speedup factors. On our
1 gigabyte machine, already the data set alone (644 MB)
takes up most of the available main memory leaving lit-
tle space (about 300 MB) for hybrid data structures, let
alone a complete kd- or interval tree, which would have
required 3 gigabytes. For this configuration our hybrid
resulted in a speedup over enumeration by a factor of 45.
This acceleration was achieved with a spatial partition tree
in combination with the out-of-core interval tree method.
No in-core kd- and interval trees were used. This result
is better than what can be achieved using the plain out-of-
core method (speedup 37) and also better than using only
a spatial partition tree (speedup 6.1).

Figure 21 shows, how the available memory is split
up between the four constiutuent methods of the hybrid,
and how this division of space evolves as more mem-
ory is made available. Simularly, Figure 22 shows, how
the spatial partitioning tree builds up and then shrinks as
more memory gets allocated for the auxiliary data struc-
tures. For low memory, the space is used mostly for spa-
tial subdivision and most blocks of cells are searched by
the out-of-core method. As more memory becomes avail-
able, space is invested in nodes with kd-trees and interval
trees, where the kd-tree part is smaller than the interval
tree part. Eventually, interval trees conquer the entire vol-
ume shrinking the kd-tree part back to zero. Near the end,
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Figure 17: Isosurface, span space histogram and memory-
speedup diagram of the 360 × 512 × 512 terracotta
BUNNY data set (180 MB). Average extraction time by
enumeration is 4610 ms.
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Figure 18: Isosurface, span space histogram and memory-
speedup diagram of the 384× 400× 276 BRAIN data set
(81 MB). Average extraction time by enumeration is 1960
ms.
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Figure 19: Isosurface, span space histogram and memory-
speedup diagram of the 256× 256× 225 BIGHEAD data
set (28 MB). Average extraction time by enumeration is
635 ms.
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Figure 20: Isosurface, span space histogram and memory-
speedup diagram of the 256×256×110 ENGINE data set
(14 MB). Average extraction time by enumeration is 318
ms.
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Figure 21: The percentage of cells examined with the in-
terval tree, kd-tree and out-of-core method as a function
of memory allocation for the XMAS data set.

the nodes of the partition tree are merged again, reducing
the number of blocks. At the end, with 1256 MB, only
one node remains, pointing at an interval tree.

For other data sets (not discussed here), we have ob-
served similar results. In most cases, the fastest algorithm
was an interval tree, specially in data sets with smoothly
varying data values and small cell intervals.

6 Conclusion and future work
We have developed the theory and practise of optimal
hybrid memory constrained cell extraction for isosurface
generation from regularly structured volume data. The
method is based on a spatial partition of the volume. In
each block of the partition, one of several extraction meth-
ods is applied. In this paper we have considered enumer-
ation (as in marching cubes), interval trees, kd-trees, and
out-of-core interval trees. The method provides maximal
active cell extraction speed by optimally chosing the spa-
tial partition together with the methods to be assigned to
the partition blocks, while observing a prescribed mem-
ory constraint for the required space of the auxiliary data
structures. Our implementation and simulations demon-
strate the effectiveness of the method. The hybrid pro-
vides faster isosurface extraction than prevous state-of-
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the-art methods in cases where the best auxiliary data
structures (e.g., kd- or interval trees) require more in-core
memory than available.

A limitation of our method is that the Lagrangian opti-
mization yields only optimal points that are on the lower
convex hull of the set of operational points (E[T ],M).
This may lead to gaps in the curves as in Figure 20 from
about 42 to 65 MB of memory. This is a general and well
known fact about Lagrangian optimization, which often
can be overcome by a more general dynamic optimization
strategy [17]. For our case, however, this would amount
to optimization by inefficient full search. We have devised
simple heuristic strategies that yield suboptimal solutions
in such gaps, see [21].

Other methods besides enumeration, interval trees, kd-
trees and out-of-core interval trees, for example the IS-
SUE algorithm[19], or propagation algorithms[4, 9], may
be integrated in the optimization framework, provided
that a feasible model for the memory cost of the methods
and an estimation of the extraction speed can be provided.

Our hybrid isosurface extraction method may be modi-
fied to apply also to irregularly structured volume data as
opposed to the rectilinear case discussed in this paper. It
is clear that the methods using kd- and interval trees can
handle the irregular case as well without change. The bi-
nary space partition, however, does not directly apply to
unstructured data. In this case one may still use a bsp-tree
for the usual spatial partition, but the cells (i.e., tetrahe-
dra or other polyeders) need to be assigned to the regions
of the spatial partition. For example, one may assign a
polyeder to a halfspace based on volume, or spatial ex-
tent. Then, when using the basic method by enumera-
tion for cell extraction, one would store a list of indices
that specifies the polyeders in the corresponding region
of the spatial partition. Thus, the main difference to hy-
brid isosurface extraction for rectilinear data is that in the
unstructured case the enumeration method is not memory
free anymore.
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